
                      

FINAL EXAMINATION 2018-19 - MARKING SCHEME – CLASS V 

Section-A (Reading) 

I. Choose the correct answer from the options given below (2) 

a)Nurse b)Germany  

II. Say true or false (1)     

a)false  d)true        

III. Write a synonym word for the following   (1)  -many                                                                                              

IV)Write an antonym word for the following  (1) -Waste, unwanted, useless      

 

V)Complete the following (1)  

 She continued to work hard in Britain to improve hospitals and she was given a medal called the Order 

of Merit. She was the first woman to receive this honour 

 VI ) Answer the following (2) 

a)She wanted to be a nurse  b) Florence went to Germany and learned all about nursing 

 

                                          A Mighty Flier 

 

I. Choose the correct answer(2) 

a)Bee humming bird b)2.4 c)1500 d)80 

II.Say true or false  (2) 

a)True b)True c)False d)False 

 III. Write synonym for the following word (1) – Powerful 

IV. Write an antonym for the following word  (1)   -Backward 

 V. Complete the following:  (1)                                                                                                                                                                    

These tiny birds are found primarily in Cuba, but some have been spotted in Jamaica and Haiti as well. 
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Section-B (Writing) 

I. Write a Factual Description about “On my school bag “in about 50 words               4 

  hints: (brand, colour,  compartments, size , uses)                                                                                                                                  

 

II.Rearrange the following sentences in the correct sequence to make a meaningful story. Do not add 

any sentence. Write as a single paragraph. (4) 

1) Once upon a time, there lived three fish in a lake, the first was wise, the second, cheerful and     

    the third one was always lazy (2) One day the three fish overheard a fisherman telling to another    

    fisherman “Let’s come tomorrow for fishing”. (3) The wise fish said “I will escape to the canal and 

escaped immediately” (4) The cheerful fish said “I will find a way to save myself when they come 

tomorrow and remained in the lake itself (5) The lazy fish said” I will not leave the lake and let me 

survive here only”(6) Next day, the fisherman came and caught two fishes(7) The cheerful fish acted 

itself dead, and the fisherman threw him back into the water(8) The lazy fish, who was lazy kept flipping 

and the fisherman struck him dead. 

 

III. Look at the picture given below and describe it in 50 words also provide a suitable title (4)                                                 

IV. With the given hints write an outline story. Give a suitable title and moral for the     

      story                                                                                                                                                      (8) 

After a lavish festival in a village, the two cats were prowling together. One of the cats saw a big 

delicious looking cake and meowed. The other jumped up and picked it. 

The first cat said, “It is my the cake because I saw it first” 

The other cat said “It is my cake because I picked it up.” 

A monkey was passing by when it overheard the two cats fighting for their share of cake.  The 

monkey thought to take advantage of the cats’ fights and approached the two cats. 

It came to the cats and said. “Don’t fight my friends. I have two hands and I can easily divide the 

cake into two pieces. Let me equally share the cake among you both”. The cats agreed and 

handed the cake over to the monkey. 

The monkey split the cake into two parts. He shook his head and said, “Oh No! One is slightly 

bigger than the other one. Let me take a bite of the bigger one so it is as big as the other one”. 

He had a big bite of the bigger piece of the cake and said “Oh No! This has become smaller 

now.”  He ate from the other. And thus, he went on eating from part to part and finally finished 

the whole cake.  When all the cake was over, the cats were stunned by the happenings. It was 

very late when they realized that the monkey was making fools out of them, the entire time. 



Moral   “When two people fight the third one always gets the profit.” 

Write an informal letter of thanks to  your  father  for the most recent thing he helped you 

with  

 

Section –C (Grammar) 

I.  Choose the correct form of the adjective to complete each sentence.  (2)                                                        

1) taller 2) best 3) mightier 4) pretty 

II. Change the tense of the verbs given in the brackets and rewrite the sentences.  (4) 

1) Sarah will be running in the next marathon 2) The dog was barking 

3) I drank coffee in the morning 4) Daniel will run around the bases. 

III. Identify the subject, object and verb in the given sentences (2) 

1) S:Mary; V:bought;O:flowers 2) S: cat; V: ate; O: mouse 

3)  S: John; V: hit; O: sister 4)  S: Dave; V: wrote; O:letter 

IV. Change the following direct sentences into indirect (4) 

1) Mother said that honey is sweet 2) The girl said that she wanted something to eat 

3) John said that he was trying to find a new job 4)He said that he was a hockey player. 

V . Find the adverbs and name its types. (2)                                                                                                           

1)tomorrow- time 2) again and again-frequency 3) inside-place 4) carelessly-manner 

VI. Join the two sentences by using the given conjunctions (2)                                                              

1) I know that he is a brave boy 2) We all respect him because he is an honest man 

VII. Underline the main verb and circle the auxiliary verb (2) 

1) main verb: racing; auxiliary verb: was 2) main verb: joined; auxiliary verb: had 

3) main verb: training; auxiliary verb: is 4) main verb: run; auxiliary verb: has 



VIII. Rewrite the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence (2)                                                            

1) Please do not step on the grass. 

3) These things are mine. 

Section-D(Literature) 

 I. Reference to context 

    a) i) ‘I’ is referred to Robin hood 

         ii) Robin walked, through the forest, to look out for something more exciting. Robin Hood stopped  

    in front of a narrow wooden bridge. 

         iii) Robin Hood stopped because of a giant man (little John) who was standing on the other side of   

             the bridge. 

         iv)  Robin Hood blew the horn thrice. He blew it to get help from his friends 

b) i) In the above lines “I” refer to the young boy(poet) and “they” refer to his parents or elders. 

   ii) The poet does not want to become an airline pilot, a dancer, a lawyer or an MC. 

   iii)  The poet wishes to become a huge ocean where whales will swim. 

c) i) They refer to the clay toys. They are made of mud. 

    ii) They will be ruined if either it falls down or if water falls on them 

    iii)They cost 2 paise each. 

II.Answer the following in 30-40 words each 

1) Robin and his merry men were outlaws. They lived in the deep forest of Sherwood and made their       

   living by robbing from the rich and shared it to poor and needy. They also fought against injustice. 

2)The poetess compares the clothes to restless horses that are leaping and galloping with happiness.    

   She also compares to witches in fairy tales who dance wildly because when the clothes flutter, they   

    form bowl like shape that is round at the edges and hollow in the centre. The poetess also feels the   

    clothes are shivering and skipping in the wind which is blowing happily in the merry March Wind. 



3) Rukhsar bought a pair of iron tongs for her grandmother Amina, since she always burnt her finger   

   While making roti’s 

4) The poet does not want to be a lawyer, DJ, scientist or an air pilot 

 

Answer the following in 90-100 words. 

1.Rukhsar was a four year old orphan. She lived with her grandmother Amina in a village. She was a thin 

and pale little girl and her clothes were old and tattered. She was a kind and selfless girl. Even in such 

situation she was the happiest girl in the village. She had 3 paisa to spend on herself on the day of Id. 

She did not buy anything for herself at the Idgah fair but bought iron tongs for her grandmother .This 

shows that she was thoughtful as she was concerned about her grandmother whose hands always got 

burnt in the fire while making rotis. Though she was tempted to buy a few things at the fair she had self 

control. She loved her grandmother more than anything in the world. 

2.Arion boarded a ship to sail back to Corinth. the sailors and the captain were very rude to him. They 

planned to rob Arion’s money and throw him into the sea. They were very greedy and they knew that he 

had large sum of money. Arion came to know about their plan and asked them to spare his life. But they 

were However, Arion was given two options, either to jump overboard or kill himself with his own 

sword. Arion requested the sailors to allow him to sing his best song. They loved the song as it was very 

sweet. After the song, Arion jumped into the sea and the sailors shared the money among themselves 


